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Past Trips from General Meetings
November 2009
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Marie Choi to Corra Lynn on 12th September to allow a group of beginners the privilege of
enjoying the caves’ embrace.
Peter Ashenden visited a volcanic cave in Arizona in July that was formed by the roofing
over of a valley.
George MacLucas and June went on a tour of waterholes and rock shelters to examine
Aboriginal art.
Sue McCormick to Corra Lynn with 5 others on 14th November. Ray Gibbons bolted the
Portal Dig whilst others enlarged the Portal’s entrance tunnel using a specially designed
trolley to convey the spoil. After a quick return to the hot surface, Graham led the troops on a
brief tour of the Crystal Maze.

January 2010
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Graham Pilkington visited caves in early January in the Jaunter and Tuglow areas, about
100km due west of Sydney, whilst staying with Peter Dykes.
Tim Payne and companions dived in The Shaft using re-breathers after getting special
permission from the owner. They tried taking some video but there was not enough light.
Maximum depth was 114m
Ian Lewis dived in The Pics down to 40m examining solutional sculpting and geology. Harry
Harris dived deeper taking various measurements. Ian found that he could relate his
observations to the video taken by Harry and hence obtain information on solutional notches
down to depths that he was not able to descend.
Harry Harris plus 5 others explored the Pearce Resurgence in New Zealand. They spent
almost all their time designing and building a traversing dry decompression chamber – an air
bag under pressure - that can gradually rise from 40m to 12m depth. The cave has levelled
off at depth but is heading away from the dye-traced water source 6km distant. NettleBed
Cave has been dye-trace connected to the Pearce Resurgence which would give NettleBed a
depth of over 1km – the deepest in the southern hemisphere. A bio-survey was conducted
and collected several cave-adapted stygofauna.
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REMINDER
Members are reminded that CEGSA will reimburse all reasonable expenses incurred by
members in catering to the operation of the Group, execution of Office bearer activities; and running
Group functions. If the expense will be beyond the pre-approved budget, then it’s suggested that the
member get prior approval from the Committee or a General Meeting before expending the money.

